We invite you to be a
happy customer
A machine is more than just
a machine. Oftentimes, it has
a complicated construction
that at the same time must be
effective, durable and easy to
handle and install, and use as
few resources as possible.
Groenlund Machine Works
manufactures functional, practical and economic machines
in high-tech Scandinavian design. Several of our machines
are industrial classics.
Our

not only stands for

Groenlund and our many years

The dane magazine an indispensable supplement

Øverste indre rum drejet lodret
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of experience, but also for our
good quality. Therefore we are
confident that you will also be
a satisfied Dane customer.

Experience
Based on the extensive work with our wide machine range, we realized the need
for a versatile high quality magazine for automating the production process
of screens. This led to the construction and consequent success of the dane
magazine.
Functions
dane magazine is constructed to ensure an automated, high quality handling of
frames. Thanks to our unique intelligent conveyer-belt technology the magazine
can work constantly and reliably with problem-free frame handling.

screen printing:
a difficult work process –
labour intensive

+
dane machines:
automating work process –
saving labour
equals:
greater job satisfaction,
higher profits and
a cleaner environment

Operation
dane magazine incorporates the latest PLC technology and is an ideal supplement
to
a dane wash or a dane stencil to automate your production process of screens. The
magazine comes in 3 versions: standard, with room air blowing through air knife
system and with room air blowing and controlled heating through air knife system.
Construction
The basic construction is manufactured of high-grade stainless steel. All other
materials used in the construction are chemically all-resistant, durable and
thoroughly tested. The magazine can be produced in various sizes to meet your
specifications. The magazine is manufactured according to CEN NORM 1010-1/2
and is CE-marked.
Economy
Our dane magazine secures the lowest possible consumption of electricity, and
this
combined with a minimum of service, maintenance and make-ready time, ensures
a good economy and a fast return on investment.
If you want to automate your frame production with a high quality problem-free
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